
 

Guitar II 

MUS 108.i1 (Advanced Guitar) 

Winter 2021 

 

Number of Credits: 2 

Days Class Meets: 1/11-5/1/2021 

Meeting Times: Monday Evenings for one-

on-one/small group “Big Blue Button” 

sessions 

Location: www.jccmi.edu – “JetNet” 

Instructor: Dan Bickel,  

JC Lead Instrumental Music Faculty and 

Assistant Professor 

Office: Bert Walker 241/Ruth Day Lobby 

Contact Phone: (517) 990-1314 

Contact Email: bickeldanielp@jccmi.edu 

Office Hours: Monday: 12:00-2:00 p.m.,  

(online at BBB – email me so I can find you) 

and by appointment 

 Online:  www.jccmi.edu : JetNet Online 

Classes  

 

Course Description 

Continuation of MUS107. 

 

Prerequisite(s) 

Successful completion of MUS 107. 

COURSE ACCESS and 

Big Blue Button 

The class shell is posted at 

JetNet Page 

HTTPS://JETNET.JCCMI.EDU/  

PLEASE ENSURE YOU CAN 

ACCESS OUR PAGE AT JETNET.  

JCCMI.EDU.   “JETNET ONLINE 

CLASSES.”  LOGIN WILL 

REQUIRE YOUR JCC EMAIL 

ADDRESS AND ASSIGNED 

PASSWORD 

 

EMAIL ACCESS TO HELP SET UP YOUR 

CLASS 

HTTPS://WWW.JCCMI.EDU/INFORMATION-

TECHNOLOGY/E-MAIL/  

YOUR STUDENT NUMBER SHOULD BE 

ACCESSIBLE (FOR THE PASSWORD 

FORMULA) VIA EMAIL.  I WILL HELP GET THAT 

INFO TO YOU. 

http://www.jccmi.edu/
http://www.jccmi.edu/
https://jetnet.jccmi.edu/
https://www.jccmi.edu/information-technology/e-mail/
https://www.jccmi.edu/information-technology/e-mail/


Course Goals 

Continued emphasis on musical growth, developing effective guitar-specific playing and 

practice techniques, culminating in greater repertoire and independent performance 

improvement. 

Course Objectives and Outcomes 
-Enhancement of musical abilities and practice techniques. 
-Positive mentoring and optional networking opportunities with other musicians. 
-Measurable improvement in guitar technique and repertoire. 

 

Textbooks/Materials  
Required music will be provided; additional purchases may be recommended by 

instructor.   

Please ensure you have a functional equipment, and communicate with instructor if 

school-instrument use is desired. 

Grading Procedure 

-As this class is cross-listed with MUS107, different assessments will be posted every grading cycle 

(normally every week) for each group (107 and 108).  Please practice and complete the assigned-piece 

assessments for your section.  Feel free to practice the others too, but assessments are section-specific. 

-Engaged participation and preparation (communication and evidence of practice) will required to 
complete this class successfully, and will account for 50% of the overall grade.  Grading will be based 
both on performance/growth through “in-class” activities and individual evaluations (playing grades/ 
student-prepared transcriptions), and attendance/reliability. Although each session is tailored to the 
student, growth must be measurable and present over the semester to receive exemplary marks. 
 
-Evaluative performances/demonstrations of progress over weekly lesson material are graded (videos 
submitted, or played at BBB sessions), and account for 50% of the overall grade.  
 
There will also be two written tests (Week 8 and Week 15) about class material (how tab works, symbols 
used in notation, note names on neck, etc.).  Don’t panic, there will be a review sheet and Q and A 
session before the test is issued. 
 
-May include one recital performance or equivalent evaluation (performance for family/friends recorded, 
or we may meet up together for an informal celebration/recital if the world permits). 

 

Weighting of Grade Categories: 

50% Participation and Preparation/completion of tablature assignments 

50% Performances/Demonstrations of Progress, written quizzes/tests 

Grading Scale 

GPA GRADE RANGE 



4.0 93-100% 

3.5 88-92% 

3.0 83-87% 

2.5 77-83% 

2.0 71-76% 

1.5 66-70% 

1.0 60-65% 

0.5 55-59% 

0.0 0-54% 

Failure 

Students not following the Academic Honesty Policy (by cheating or plagiarizing), disrupting classes on 

two or more occasions, refusing to participate in class activities and discussions, or creating a negative 

learning environment can be subject to grade reductions leading to potential class failure. Please avoid 

potential failure situations by communicating problems or concerns to your instructor and/or Student 

Success Navigator early and often. 

Academic Honesty Policy 

Please only turn in recordings of yourself; don’t have a professional play off to the side while you fake it.  

Also, do your best to stay on schedule so we can produce the virtual band performances on a semi-

regular basis. 

Faculty members who suspect a student of dishonesty may penalize the student by assigning a failing 
grade for the paper, project, report, exam or the course itself.  The academic dean will be notified of the 
situation, and this information becomes a part of your academic record.   This academic honesty policy 
will be adhered to in this class. In essence, the policy requires that all work must be done by the student 
whose name it bears. The full policy can be accessed at http://www.jccmi.edu/policies/Academics/  

Course Management 
 Students are encouraged to check JetNet prior to and after every class meeting for updates and 

shared files, as well as keeping tabs on their grades.   

 Students who need to withdraw from our class are responsible for contacting navigators to 
complete this process to avoid unwanted fees or reporting of failing grades.   

 If an unavoidable conflict arises during the semester, students can contact instructors to request 
an “incomplete” grade.  Requirements include completion of at least 90% of coursework at the 
time of the request, and that work all be at a grade at or above the 2.0 level.  This will allow us to 
grant a time extension to complete your coursework, if the reason behind the request is deemed 
valid by the instructor and JC policy-makers. 

Makeup Policy 

Late work will be accepted at reduced credit; 10% will be deducted per week for 5 weeks, after which 

50% per assignment will become the maximum possible credit. 

http://www.jccmi.edu/policies/Academics/


 

Help 
Mr. Bickel is almost always happy to talk about music or to jam.  Check office hours, or make an 

appointment by emailing bickeldanielp@jccmi.edu 

IMPORTANT DATES: WN21  

For reference, here are the opt-out and relevant semester dates for WN21 – these are important as I 

have to drop you from the class if you have not completed the first assignments right out of the gate.  

Please check the JetNet page regularly for the class-specific schedule. 

Class Starts On:  Opt Out Date: 

January 11, 2021 January 14, 2021 

January 11 – May 1, 2021 Semester Dates 

January 18 Martin Luther King Jr. Day (no classes – relevant Due dates extended 

to Tuesday, Jan 19). 

March 8-14 Spring break!   

Please plan around these dates to stay on schedule, and feel free to 

practice, read ahead and work ahead, or get caught up even though we 

are off. 



Attendance- Participation Policy 

For online sections:  

I have to report attendance each week, so active communication, tab submission, Big Blue Button, 
email, and video completion allow me to say you were “here.”  Please participate early in the week, 
ideally on Monday and consider the rest of the week time to practice and prepare for next week’s 
evaluation/participation.  Just don’t wait to do everything until Friday night or I’ll have to mark you 

absent for the week, which has a negative effect on the grade. 

Just as in a traditional classroom course, regular class participation and keeping up on the reading 
and assignments is strongly correlated with survival in college. It is my recommendation that you 
plan to do your assignments and take your exams BEFORE the last day they are due. If problems 

occur, there is time to fix them before the deadline.  

In compliance with Federal Title IV funding requirements, as well as college initiatives, I will be 
monitoring student participation on a regular basis and officially reporting student activity throughout 
the term to assure compliance with college policy and federal regulations.  It is imperative that you 
log in to the course and actively participate within the first couple days of the term to validate your 

enrollment in the course. After that, not actively participating in class may result in you being 
withdrawn from the course. Being withdrawn from a course can have an impact on financial aid, 

billing, athletic eligibility, and housing status. As a college student you are responsible for how your 
participation impacts your academic progress; the accountability lies with you. 

 

Course Calendar  

(see JetNet page for weekly section-specific assignments, videos, and materials): 

Week # Assignments/Due Dates 

1: Jan 11-18 Welcome week!   

Check out the initial videos about string/note names, tuning, and hand 

positions by January 15, and return instructor emails regarding 

scheduling one-on-one sessions.  Use the MUS108 links or our BBB 

supplements in your preparations.   

Submit your graded performance/progress video by Jan. 18. 

2: Jan 19-25 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 2 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.   

Submit your graded performance/progress video by Jan 25.. 

3: Jan 26- Feb 1 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 4 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.   

Submit your graded performance/progress video by Feb. 1. 



4: Feb 2-8 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 4 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.   

Submit your graded performance/progress video by Feb. 8. 

5: Feb 9-15 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 5 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.   

Submit your graded performance/progress video by Feb. 15. 

6: Feb 16-22 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 6 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.   

Submit your graded performance/progress video by Feb. 22. 

7: Feb 23-March 1 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 7 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.   

Submit your graded performance video by March 1.   

Look over Midterm Exam materials so you can get that completed on 

time in week 8. 

8: March 2-7 “Complete Song with Recording” Midterm (MUS108) submission due 

March 5 before you take spring break.   

March 8-14 Spring break!   

Please plan around these dates to stay on schedule, and feel free to 

practice, read ahead and work ahead, or get caught up even though 

we are off. 

9: March 15-22 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 9 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.   

Submit your graded performance video by March 22. 

10: March 23-29 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 10 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.  Submit your graded 

performance video by March 29. 

11: March 30-April 5 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 11 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.  Submit your graded 

performance video by April 5. 



 

12: April 6-12 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 12 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.  Submit your graded 

performance video by April 12. 

13: April 13-19 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 13 link.  Use the MUS108 links or our 

BBB supplements in your preparations.  Submit your graded 

performance video by April 19. 

14: April 20-26 Song Tutorials/Materials at Week 14 link.   

Choose the song you plan to play as your “final exam” complete song 

(play along with YouTube recording – details at JetNet and in sessions).  

Submit your weekly graded performance/progress video by April 26. 

Final Exam Prep Complete Song Performance Progress Prep. 

15: April 27-May 1 Submit your Final Exam Complete Song Performance video by May 1. 


